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Abstract—The focusing principle and acoustic field characteristics of curved array probe are studied. Delay
laws are first computed in the same way as linear array probe, and its effects on the axial acoustic pressure
distributions are quantitatively examined. It is shown that the maximum points of axial acoustic pressure
occur at positions deviating from the predefined focal depths. To further analyze the focusing principle of
curved array probe, simulations of acoustic field are conducted under different settings of focal depth and
active aperture size. It reveals that the circular array profile and the inconsistent electronic delay laws make
the pulsed ultrasonic waves unable to constructively interfere at target positions. Subsidiary beams arise and
further interfere with the axial acoustic pressure distributions of the main beam. To control the transmitted
acoustic field, and thus customize the inspection strategy, an optimized delay law calculation scheme is pro-
posed. The good behavior is well validated both by theoretical calculation and experimental examination.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Components with complex surface are quite com-
mon in modern industry, like many welding joints and
corner parts [1, 2]. These complex geometries do,
however, bring inspection challenges [3, 4]. For con-
ventional ultrasonic testing, inspections of complex
parts are performed manually or mechanically with
single element transducer to realize full coverage in the
form of normal incidence. However, this point to
point scanning is inefficient, and the interpretation of
single A-scan exhibition is tedious and operator-
dependant [5].

By contrast, ultrasonic phased array technique is
able to customize characteristics of transmitted acous-
tic beam to improve detection and sizing capabilities
for parts with complex geometries [6–8]. Among the
recent advances is the arc-shaped curved array probe
that ensures a normal incidence transmission of the
acoustic field at any point of the surface [9]. It has been
applied efficiently during engineering practice. Full cov-
erage of the entire corner of L-shaped CFRP specimen
was easily achieved through successive excitation of
elements. Furthermore, the C-scan mapping views
made the accurate sizing of interlaminar delamination
an easy task [10, 11]. The focused acoustic field under
this special array profile was investigated theoretically
by some researchers. The focus law and acoustic field
calculation method were presented using coordinate
transformation and an approximation with rectangle

element instead of circular arc element, which were
further validated using Rayleigh–Sommerfeld integral
and nonparaxial multi-Gaussian models, respectively
[12]. Effects of main parameters, such as focal dis-
tance, steering angle, etc., on the acoustic field were
also theoretically investigated by numerical simulation
[13–15]. However, limited by the function of ultra-
sonic phased array testing equipment and for conve-
nience, the geometrical delay law is still approximately
computed in the same way as linear array probe in
practice. Hence, the influences of circular array pro-
file on the acoustic field transmitted by curved array
probe were urgently needed to be quantitatively
described, thus offering guidance for parameters opti-
mization.

In this work, the effects of circular array profile on
the focused acoustic field of curved array probe were
investigated. Delay laws were firstly calculated in the
same way as linear array, and their influences on the
axial acoustic pressure distributions were quantita-
tively examined. An optimized delay law computation
scheme was further proposed and validated.

2. RADIATED ACOUSTIC FIELD
AND FOCUSING ALGORITHM

OF CURVED ARRAY PROBE
The curved array probe contains a row of strip

shaped elements uniformly distributed in the circum-
ferential direction. In the Huygens’ Principle
469
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of delay law computation for (a)—linear and (b)—curved array probes.
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approach, the acoustic pressure distribution of a trans-
ducer is described in terms of the summation of point
sources representing the surface of the transducer. For
a non-attenuating, homogeneous and isotropic medium
with the longitudinal velocity c and the density ρ, the
acoustic pressure at the field point can be calculated
using the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld integral [16]:

(1)

where j is the unit imaginary number, λ is the wave-
length, Sn is the surface area of the nth element, and ξ
is the distance from the point source on the nth ele-
ment to the field point. Also, un = Unexp(i(ωt + ϕn)) is
the excited complex velocity of all point sources on the
nth element with amplitude Un, angular frequency ω
and phase ϕn = 2πcTn/λ, where Tn is the relative exci-
tation time delay between elements. Obviously, for a
certain array probe and acoustic medium, the relative
time delay Tn is the key influential factor of the excited
phase ϕn, and hence the acoustic field. This provides
an effective way to control the focused ultrasonic
beam.

Figure 1 shows the focusing processes of linear and
curved array probes within a homogeneous and isotro-
pic medium. The “geometrical delay law” was calcu-
lated to ensure constructive interferences at the “geo-
metrical focusing point” defined by the focal depth
and deflection angle [1]. For a linear array probe, the
time of f light of ultrasonic waves from the transmitting
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elements to the focal point (x, y) can be calculated by
the following equations:

(2)

where d is the center interval between two adjacent
elements for linear array probe, n (1…N) denotes the
serial number of elements.

For simplicity of description, a polar coordinate
was defined with origin at the center of curved array
probe and horizontal polar axis. For focal point with
distance r from the origin and anticlockwise angle β
from polar axis, the formula of travel time of ultrasonic
waves from the transmitting elements can be simpli-
fied as follows:

(3)

where (R, α) is the polar coordinate of the first ele-
ment, α0 is the central angle interval.

Delay laws can further be derived by substituting
Eqs. (2) and (3) into the following equation:

(4)

All these show that the variation of array profiles
affect the delay time computation. However, for con-
venience, delay laws for curved array probe were still
approximately computed identical to that of linear
array as the curved active aperture size was small com-
pared with the focal distance during its practical utili-
zation. And this paper concentrates on the quantita-
tive examination of its influence on the focused acous-
tic field.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for measuring the on-axis ultrasonic beam profiles of (a)—linear and (b)—
curved array probes.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT
OF ON-AXIS ULTRASONIC BEAM PROFILES

According to the ASTM E 1065-99 standard [17],
the on-axis ultrasonic beam profiles of array probes
were measured employing a pulse-echo technique
using a ball target reflector, as shown in Fig. 2. A
∅6 mm smooth stainless steel ball was chosen. Probes
were immersed in water and positioned over a special
holder to keep the incidence direction perpendicular
to the surface of ref lector plate. The vertical position
of probe was mechanically adjusted in a minimum step
of 0.1 mm. The Olympus OmniScan MX2 flaw detec-
tor was employed to record the on-axis pressure
response as a function of distance with identical trans-
mission and reception pattern. Two types of commer-
cial array probes were tested for comparison as listed in
Table 1, where the curved array probe had a 90 degree
circular surface.

Based on the phased array acoustic field theory, the
effective beam focusing distance of linear array probe
will be restricted within the near field length N0 deter-
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 66  No. 5  2020

Table 1. Specifications of linear and curved array probes

Array type Center 
frequency, MHz

No.
of elements

Pit
m

Linear 5.0 64 1.

Curved 5.0 32 1.
mined by the active aperture size and center frequency
of pulsed ultrasonic wave, as shown in the following
equation:

(5)

where A is the active aperture length (the product of
No. of elements and pitch), W is the passive aperture
size or element length, f is the center frequency of
probe, c is the longitudinal velocity of medium [18].

Equation (5) describes the quantitative relationship
between probe size and characteristics of acoustic
field, and thus provides guidance for the setting of
focal depth F and active aperture size during the prac-
tical applications of linear array probe. Due to the dif-
ferent array profiles, Eq. (5) here is used as an approx-
imate estimation for the curved array probe. Accord-
ingly, the calculated value of near field length under
each measured condition is listed in Table 2.

( ) ( )= + − π2 2
0 0.78 0.27 ,N A W W A f c
ch,
m

Elevation,
mm

Radius,
mm

Central
angle, °

00 7.0 – –

32 6.0 25.0 90
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Table 2. Experimental measurement conditions and the estimated corresponding near field lengths

* Denotes that the value of focal depth is beyond the corresponding near field length.

Array type
Active 

aperture length
(No. of elements)

N0,
mm

Focal depth, mm

15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 500.0

Linear 4 20.9 √ * * * * * *
8 65.4 √ √ √ √ √ √ *

12 128.3 √ √ √ √ √ √ *

Curved 4 32.0 √ √ * * * * *
8 98.6 √ √ √ √ √ √ *

12 207.8 √ √ √ √ √ √ *
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Axial Acoustic Pressure Distribution under Delay 
Laws of Linear Array Pattern

Figure 3 shows the on-axis acoustic pressure distri-
bution under the condition of 8 elements active aper-
ture for both array probes. The corresponding location
of maximum points, i.e. real focal positions, were also
presented. For linear array probe, as shown in Fig. 3a,
the axial acoustic pressure distributions all had one
single maximum point and the peak amplitude mono-
tonically decreased when focal depth lay below
55.0 mm. Further extended the focal depth to
500.0 mm which can be regarded as focusing at infin-
ity, the relative delay time between elements were
rather tiny deduced from Eqs. (2) and (4). Thus, an
approximate planar wave front was transmitted, and
the axial acoustic pressure distribution presented a
similar trend as the conventional single element probe,
i.e. f luctuating in the near field and followed by grad-
ually weakening in the far field (>67.7 mm). The evo-
lution of real focal positions was also quantitatively
described in Fig. 3b. Two-stage characteristic was
obtained with a division point at 25.0 mm. The initial
stage showed good consistency between real focal
positions and predefined focal depths. However, devi-
ation occurred when coming to the latter stage. This is
not completely consistent with Eq. (5) for linear array
probe.

As for the curved array probe, the axial acoustic
pressure distribution still presented a distinct single-
peak type, as shown in Fig. 3c, but the peak amplitude
monotonically increased with focal depth even at
infinity. Accordingly, the real focal positions differed
from the predefined value and kept approaching to
the horizontal asymptote of 25.0 mm, i.e. the circle-
center of probe, as shown in Fig. 3d. Eq. (5) is still not
applicable here.

The influences of active aperture size on the axial
acoustic pressure distributions of linear and curved
array probes were also comparatively analyzed under
fixed focal depth. Here, 15.0 and 25.0 mm focal depths
were chosen which were within the estimated near
field lengths of all tested active apertures for linear and
curved array probes, respectively. Results show that
the axial acoustic pressure distributions all attained
the maximum at positions close to the predefined
focal depths under the condition of A = 8 × 1 mm and
A = 12 × 1 mm for linear array probe, as shown in
Fig. 4a. A 5.1 mm deviation occurred at A = 4 × 1 mm,
which is mainly due to the limited focusing capability of
small active aperture. Meanwhile, the peak amplitude
decreased with the increase of active aperture size.

As for curved array probe, the axial acoustic pres-
sure distribution also had a major single peak trend,
but none of them precisely focused at predefined focal
depth with a minimum deviation of 12.4 mm. And for
A = 12 × 1 mm, abnormal increase of low level
occurred after 18.27 mm, as shown in Fig. 4b. This
implies that the acoustic waves do focused differently
between linear and curved array probes.

4.2. Acoustic Simulation and Delay Law Optimization

For further analysis on the aforementioned experi-
mental results, the CIVA 11.0 software (French Atomic
Energy Commission) was used to simulate the acoustic
field in water of curved array probe, which had the same
specifications as described in Table 1. Two patterns of
delay laws were calculated using Eqs. (2)–(4), and were
applied to the simulation, respectively.

Numerical results are first presented for the acous-
tic field transmitted under delay laws of linear array
pattern. In Figs. 5a, 5b, 5e, the two-dimensional
acoustic pressure distributions are shown for varied
active aperture sizes with fixed focal depth of 35.0 mm.
It is shown that only 4 elements active aperture could
effectively focus. Further increase in active aperture
size led to the emergence of subsidiary beams on both
sides of the main beam. This was mainly due to the fact
that the arc-shaped active aperture of A = 4 × 1.32 mm
was small compared with focal depth of 35.0 mm, thus
the influence of circular array profile on delay law cal-
culation could be negligible. For larger active aper-
tures shown in Figs. 5b, 5e, the relative delay time
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 66  No. 5  2020
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Fig. 3. Axial acoustic pressure distributions and measured focal positions for (a, b)—linear and (c, d)—curved array probes under
the condition of 8 elements active aperture.
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Fig. 4. Axial acoustic pressure distributions for (a)—linear and (b)—curved array probes under the condition of fixed focal depth
and varied active aperture sizes.
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sequence indicated by red histogram presented a con-
vex shape. Namely, ultrasonic waves transmitted by
side elements propagated to the predefined focal posi-
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 66  No. 5  2020
tion prior to that of central elements, thus forming
subsidiary beams beside the main beam and further
caused interference. That is the reason why the axial
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of acoustic field for curved array probe (a–e)—before and (f–j)—after delay law optimization.
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acoustic pressure distribution showed abnormal
increase after the peak point describe in section 4.2.
This phenomenon would seriously affect the accurate
interpretation of ultrasonic signals. Comparative anal-
ysis of Figs. 5b, 5c, 5d also found that the relative delay
time decreased with the increase of focal depth under
the condition of fixed active aperture size. Conse-
quently, the capability of electronic focusing gradually
weakened, and more ultrasonic waves naturally
focused at the circle center of curved array probe.
That’s why the measured peak amplitude of axial
acoustic pressure monotonically increased with focal
depth even at infinity.

Simulation results of acoustic field transmitted
under delay laws of curved array pattern are shown in
Fig. 5f-j. The two-dimensional acoustic pressure dis-
tributions under all conditions were significantly opti-
mized with one single focused acoustic beam.
Contrary to the aforementioned delay laws of linear
array pattern, the relative delay time of side element
(1st) was 80 ns higher than that of central (4th) ele-
ment under the condition of A = 8 × 1.32 mm and F =
35.0 mm. This concave distributed delay time
sequence were able to compensate the lag between
ultrasonic waves pulsed by different elements,
thereby realizing constructive interference at pre-
defined focal depth. Correspondingly, the axial acous-
tic pressure at 35.0 mm showed a 10.9 dB increase. In
addition, the focal spot got more intensive with the
increase of aperture size or the decrease of focal depth.
The simulated focal positions are shown in Fig. 6
for both patterns of delay laws. It is shown that the
above features seen in the measured focal positions for
the curved array probe were well reproduced by the
numerical simulations conducted under delay laws of
linear array pattern. In contrast, when optimize delay
laws using Eqs. (3) and (4), the real focal positions
showed a similar trend with that of linear array probe,
which coincided well with the predefined focal depth
within the range of focusing capability. The aforemen-
tioned comparative analysis revealed that to transmit a
focused beam with controlled and homogeneous
characteristics, the effects of circular array profile on
the acoustic field distribution shall be taken into
account properly in delay law computation. This is
essential for the customization of inspection strategy
to realize good performance.

The effectiveness of optimized delay laws were also
verified by experimental measurement, and the condi-
tion of A = 8 × 1.32 mm and F = 35.0 mm was selected
for comparative analysis before and after delay law
optimization, as shown in Fig. 7. The axial acoustic
pressure distribution of curved array probe all pos-
sessed one single maximum point without any obvious
fluctuations. When delay laws were optimized and
applied under the condition of 15.0 mm fixed focal
depth and varied active aperture sizes, the maximum
deviation of 1.5 mm between the real focal positions and
predefined focal depths appeared at A = 12 × 1.32 mm.
Besides, the acoustic field got sharper with the
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 66  No. 5  2020
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Fig. 6. Evolution of simulated focal position as a function
of the predefined focal depth for curved array probe before
and after delay law optimization.
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Fig. 7. Axial acoustic pressure distributions for curved
array probe after delay law optimization.
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increase of active aperture size. Comparative analysis
of acoustic field before and after delay law optimiza-
tion under the condition of A = 8 × 1.32 mm and F =
35.0 mm indicated that the optimization remarkably
improved the maximum amplitude of acoustic field by
61.1%, and the deviation between the real focal position
and the predefined focal depth decreased to –2.6 mm
from 20.4 mm. These well reproduced the prediction
results of numerical simulation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Influences of circular array profile on the acoustic

field of curved array probe were investigated through
experimental measurements of on-axis ultrasonic
beam profiles and acoustic field simulations. The
main results are summarized as follows:

(1) When delay laws of linear array pattern were
applied, the transmitted ultrasonic waves were unable
to constructively interfere at predefined focal depth
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 66  No. 5  2020
due to the effects of circular array profile. Subsidiary
beams emerged beside the main beam and further
caused interference. Abnormal increase of axial
acoustic pressure occurred after the peak point,
accordingly. In addition, the poor acoustic field distri-
bution could be improved with the decrease of active
aperture size or the increase of focal depth.

(2) The control of the transmitted focused beam
characteristics of curved array probe was achieved
using the optimized delay law computation scheme,
which takes the circular array profile into consider-
ation. It could compensate the lag between ultrasonic
waves pulsed by different elements due to circular
array profile. Effective single-spot focusing within the
range of focusing capability could be achieved. And
this has been verified by experiments under conditions
of varied active aperture sizes and focal depths.

(3) For curved array probe, the complexity of its
acoustic field lies in the coexistence of electronic and
natural focusing. The regulation of relative time delays
for elements offers an effective way of controlling the
transmitted focused beam characteristics. This is
essential for the customization of inspection strategy
to fulfill the requirements of engineering applications.
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